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IT MUST

PROSPER. ^

I ejeltl
NO. 5

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MARCH 5. 1914.

VOL XI.

TAKE HER TO THE EMPRESS TONIGHT-THENJO THE NONPAREIL
WE ALL PARTAKE
onthissicht BLBA
;LSNTXITHURSDAYJi'i*i.i-:si*KAKSAT
OF CELEBRATION! we merrybe!
assembly
PREXIE'S BIRTHDAY 18 CAUSE OF |
AN UNOFFICIAL 8TUDENT
HOLIDAY.

AVI

LET ALL PREPARE TO VISIT THE
EMPRESS WITH A FAIR
COMPANION.

THEN ON TO ELTON’S
FROM MORN TO NIGHT

MONTANA WILL MEET GONZAGA;
and m. a. c. in oratorical | Bickford Tells of the Making
combat next w eek .
I
0f Montana Consti-

______
i
FARMERS SPEAK HERE

tution.
The students on Wednesday had the
pleasure of listening to Judge Bick

Templeton and Long Will Contest
ford talk for half an hour on the
New Dishes Wi)T~ Be Served’ by the
Against the Aggies Here—Baird
WORK WILL START IMMEDIATELY
Montana state constitutional conven
Handsome Manager of the
and McHaffie to Spokane.
After a Morning in the Gym the Stu
UNDER THE CAPTAINCY OF
Nonpareil.
tion. The judge was a member of this
dents Spend the Afternoon
TAYLOR—GOOD SCHEDULE.
body and he told interestingly and
Dancing at Bonner.

The first clash of the newly-formed graphically of the business of that as
Tonight is the night of all nights
sembly. He pointed out during his
On Monday the men who won track j for the students of the University. This Triangular Debate between M. S. C.J talk that there is a house a few miles
With the full number of Dorm girls . M’s last year got together and elected j is the evening on which a few select Gonzaga and the University of Mon- j
and over a hundred enthusiastic, and a captain for this year’s season. Nick merchants will part with a portion of tana, will take place Thursday night, west of town which, without leaving its
original site, has been located in Ore
to say the least energetic, students at Taylor was the man chosen to lead the I thdlr gain and give it to the student March 12. The question is, "Resolved, gon, Washington, Idaho and Montana
body.
"A.
S.
U.
M.
Night”
is
the
of
the depot, the President celebrated his team this spring and we are sure that]
That the Philippines Should Be Given territories and in Montana state. He
53rd birthday on Tuesday. Or if he the good wishes and hearty support of ficial title which has been given this Independence in 1920.” Montana State Ialso said that there was almost no
annual occurrence. The management
didn’t celebrate it, the students did it the entire school are his. In our esti of the various business houses to whom College meets the Varsity in the local friction at the convention, as they
modeled the constitution after those of
for him. The band arrived on the
the students and friends of the Uni assembly, while on the same night
campus at about 6 o’clock and sere mation it was a wise choice. Nick has ! versity will flock tonight, have assured i Montana will send a team to debate the other states. W. A. Clark was
chairman of this body and only once
naded the Dorm with appropriate gone through two seasons of hard work , their patrons of sp'ecial treats. At the !
Gonzaga in Spokane. The rules of the was his decision appealed. The judge
music. Every girl arose from her and is well fitted in every way to make ] Empress theater will be shown the pic
Triangular demand that the visiting concluded his talk by urging the stu
downy cot, and forsaking breakfast, a good leader.
tures of the well known and disastrous
made a rush for the N. P. depot. Here When the track season of 1912 was Ifootball game with Gonzaga University. teams shall always uphold the nega dents to be true patriots and earnest^
they joined forces with the men of the well under way but few thought that This is the first time that any of the tive,and shall have last rebuttal. The workers. At one place in his address
he mentioned woman’s suffrage and
school and when the President arrived
student lights have been shown in Bozeman team, Eberle and Steel, are
he was “taken off his feet” He was Nick would make a star miler. Previ- reaj action and„the ^Jp fe ought to bp tried debaters, and will give Mon drew applause from some of the en
sb *98rpnsed and pie&seu iu*t u>, v !;ms to Tcj l .»• .'diversity training -he | more than interesting. But that is a tana’s pair, Long and Templeton, a thusiasts. His talk was most Inter*’!
eating and the students showed that'
minute or two words failed him. A had never set foot in a spiked shoe. small part of the Empress show. The
strong fight. A great deal depends they like to here historical facts from
basket ball victory couldn’t have
real features of the evening will be upon this coming forensic struggle those who have seen the things occult
caused such earnest cheers as greeted
found in the fraternity stunts. The since Montana has already now a vic The convocation was opened by the
Dr. Craighead. After the noise had
headliner is that inimitable Sigma Nu
usual singing, led by Professor Smith.
subsided and the President had re
quartet. They will appear unprotected tory from Salt Lake. The team going
gained control of his vocal organs, use
to
Gonzaga
consists
of
McAffie
and
and sing a few ballads on local sub
CONTEST POSTPONED.
less for a bit from emotion, he started
jects. This band of troubadors will Bair. This team is handicapped by
to speak. The lawyers wouldn’t let
probably consist of Sewell, Batcheler, the substitution of Alva Baird in place The oratorical contest to decide
Gordon Watkins who has been ill
him get far, however, and Spud WeidTope and Ade. Then comes the string of
since his return from Utah. However, Montana’s representative at Dillon has
man took the limelight He presented
ed instrument trio from he Sigma Chi Baird is by no means unfamiliar with been postponed until the last of March.
Prexle with a brasB humidor engraved
bunch. Thfls trio is an old organiza the rostrum, having been alternate for Those signifying their intention of en
with “E. B. C.” and below this, "From
tion and they have been practicing three Varsity teams arid Captain of tering thus far are Jack Jones, Carrol
the Law School, 1914.” After a few
hard to make real music. These men two victorious high school teams. Baker, Gregory Powell, James Brown
HERE HE IS.
words Weldman retired and the Presi
are Owsley, Ferguson and Molchior.
dent replied. He made only a short Under the able coaching of Bob Carey Both of these stunts, however, are Victory is expected, but not assured in and Bruce Hopper, other contestants
should see Mrs. MacLeod at once.
either of the debates.
speech, but what he said was so earn
mere bush-league stuff when compared
est and touching that all.who heard it he was the dark horse in the inter- with the Iota Nu performance. A lit
will never forget what he said. Then department meet, his first year in tle playlet, say the posters, entitled CONGRESS OF CO LLEG E STUDES
the train pulled out but the fun had school. In the meet with the Aggies "Tubbing a Frosh.” This little melo
the same year he was beaten by Schujust commenced.
drama will be presented in one. act and
maker.
O F A M E R IC A IS Y O U R C H A N C E
8ohool’s OutI
Last year he had ample revenge it is reported to be a scream.
Back to school and delayed break
when he won from his rival at the
The following is a letter which the [worthy of our institutions and will in
Great Eats.
fasts went the happy crowd. The dual meet. His victory was very re
morning meal was short for most of markable because he had no coach and After the Empress performance the President received a few days ago. It crease the friendly relations between
them, however, as they were anxious no trainer to help him. This year with loyal student will have another oppor may prove of interest to some student them and those of the Latin-American
to see all the fun. Soon the students, a good coach and trainer, he hopes to tunity to invest money for enjoyment here, so Dr. Craighead asked that we countries. I have also decided to ask
bent on 8:30 classes arrived on the burn ’em up. With a little assistance to himself and lady and for profit to publish it. If any of you are interested that if possible nominations be limited
campus. They were met all of them, j Nick can get the results, so let’s get the A. S. U. M. o. M. Elton, the genial in the proposition presented here, let to juniors, just about to enter the
the President know. This is the letter: senior year, although exceptionally
by sentinels who Informed the uniniti- j together and help all we can.
proprietor of the Nonpareil, has con
The Fourth International Congress
ated that instead of a day of work Certainly there is an abundance of cocted many a new dish for the bene of American Students is to be held at strong sophomores may be considered
they had a day of celebration before material for this year’s team. The fit of the happy student These dishes Santiago, Chile, in July, 1914. The if no juniors are available. The state
them. A portion of the band led a coach has the names of about 20 men are entirely new to the natives Istate department considers it highly department suggests that each dele[ gate should be able to speak Spanish.
parade around the oval, concluding the who have been reporting regularly for and each will bear a name appropriate
important that the United States be
march at the gymn. Here all united in practice. This week the total will to the occasion. Mr. Elton’s grub is represented 'by a small delegation of But a fluent command of French
a real celebration, which included the probably exceed 35. If the enthusiasm well known to the fussers of the school, the best type of American students and would no doubt be accepted in lieu of
Spanish if the candidate were other
following:
is as good as it is now one month j but this evening he will spring someAfter dancing for a little while E. P. from now we will have nothing to Jthing which will outclass in character has requested the co-operation of the wise qualified.
bureau of education in selecting such Probably the delegates will have to
Kelley, the announcer, blared forth and worry about when we meet the Aggies. anything which he has ever before sold
delegation. Accordingly, I am asking pay their own traveling expenses. A
things started. The first number was If the weather remains as favorable you.
the executive officers of universities fund will, however, be provided to en
a 50-yard dash. The entrants were as it has been for the last week, out Remember, you are investing your
and colleges in various parts of the able the United States delegates to en
Brown, Weldman and Fullerton. Brown door work will start in earnest. The money for the students of this institu- country
to nominate from among their tertain the representatives of other
won easily, although the judges were distance men have already been out ] tion, so get a lady and join in the
bribed to announce "Spud” the winner. and cross-country will be in full sway fun. Go to the Empress and get your under-graduates one or two students countries and reciprocate courtesies
I fill of music and pictures and then hike who seem qualified to represent the | shown them.
The next number was a feature box-, in a short time.
I As it is desirable to complete at once
tng contest between two frosh, Plans are being made to have a bet- [to the Nonpareil and satisfy that ever United States on this occasion.
I have been informed that the dele official correspondence on the subject,
"Mickey the Mug" (Chief Angevlne) | ter track schedule this coming spring I extortionate beast. Appetite.
gation to the last congress, which was the favor of an early reply giving the
and “Kid” Stone (Pedink) were for [and Manager Armitage is now in cormally Introduced and their seconds i respondence with Washington State, ing to make a triangular meet with hastily and unofficially organized, did names of students whom you would
not reflect credit upon the United
prepared them for battle. The first Gonzaga, University of Idaho, School the School of Mines included. If pos- States. It is therefore especially de j recommend as delegates, with a stateI ment of their qualifications, will be
| sible, Washington State will come to
round was very slow due to the fact of Mines and Montana State.
that neither contestant was very an- I This year the Aggies will meet the I Missoula on May 1 or 2 and a trip to sirable that the next delegation should greatly appreciated,
be
more
carefully
selected
in
order
to
greatly appreciated. Tours sincerely,
IVarsity on the day preceding Inter- j Gonzaga and Idaho will be arranged
P. P. CLAXTON, Commissioner.
scholastic and the management is try- ' for the week following Interscholastic. Insure a representation that will be
(Continued on Page Four.)
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®hr ®Ffklg SCatmin
Prounounced ‘‘Ki-meen.” This Is a
word taken from the language ot the
Belish tribe and means writing, or some
thing in black and white.
Published on Thursday of every week
by the'Associated Students of the Uni
versity of Montana.

We are most grateful to President
Craighead for having a birthday on
such a balmy, sprlng-fevery day as
March 3 proved to be. ^Ve are agreed
this was the best birthday party to
which we ever invited ourselves. But
we do regret that the President’s duties
called him to Big Timber on that day.
Notice ‘‘The Disappearing Hands"
on page four. Our A. S. U. M. man
ager has still other talents, you see,
than fussing, giving balls and putting
on A. S. U. M. nights.

J. P . Reinhard
The only explanation I can find for
the contents of this column this week
is the quotation from some PO.et, “In
the spring a young man’s fancy,” etc.
Lazily -lolling I’m trying to write
A song to the spirit of Spring,
Alas, what’s the use, I was out late
last night,
My songlets will not raise and sing.

The baseball lovers still look glum,
but- notice the new life in our track In through the window the squirrel’s
chirping chatter
men. Thi3 is going to be a star sea
I Fills me will longing to go—
son for them.
Subscription rate, 31.00 in advance.
| Go join the fussers—but Lord, what’s
the matter?
Entered as second class mall matter at
We were proud of our managing edi | I’m not made for a fair maiden's
Missoula, Montana, under act of congress
of March S, 1879.
tor at the birthday celebration. We
beau.
had never before noticed his grace and
Acting Editor
youthful beauty, though we had fully
Merle Kettlewell.................................. ’15
appreciated his newspaper abilities. j Kind friends, and other readers, I
Managing Editor
j would beseech- you tp bear with me in
Percy N. Stone.................................... ’17
my sorrow and distress. Last week,
If you should happen to address a being overcome by grief, my feeble
Society Editor
Grace Mathewson...... ..........................’16 perfectly civil question to a busy junior
brain refused to furnish -a line for the
Sporting Editor
and figuratively have your head
Harold Lansing ........................... ’16 snapped off don’t be alarmed. Re “Weekly Pup.” This week, the malady
having been alleviated to some entent
Reporters
W. Long.......... *16R. Ja/ obson__ ‘15 member he is bearing the weight of his . I feel that I must serve my fair boss
E. Stephenson.. ’15B. H&wk ........ ’15 department in the big 1915 Sentinel and peg out a line or two. The cause
J. Frye', ’17
heavily on his shoulders. He’ll be nor of it all is this. One night, contrary j
Business Manager
A. A. Clapper ..............
’17 mal again when that has gone to press. to my usual temperate habits, I es- I
Just beg his pardon for the intrusion corted a young lady to the moving pic
Assistant Business Manager
j. J. Ector .........
’17 and retreat rapidly. In penitence, find ture show. After enjoying the exhi
Circulation Manager
Walter Conway and add another name bition, together with the co-ed’s comBruce Hopper ............................
’17 to the subscription list of ‘‘the biggest
I pany, I lured her into an ice cream
and best annual.”
i parlor. After refreshing ourselves to
THURSDAY, MARCH 5, 1914.
| the extent of my assets, we missed
the car and walked home.. In the
SPIRIT?
morning I learned that the young lady
What is the school spirit that manifests itself in unvincible rooting; in •had been campussed. O tempora, O
.unequalled crowds at student games, at singing on the steps, at -A, S. U. M. ! mores! I was broken hearted. Runights; in regular attendance at convocation and class meetings; in serpen- t mors had come to me that such pun..tifte street parades the night before “Montana wins the fight.” What is this l ishment as this was inflicted upon the
sort of spirit worth beside that nobler, more energizing, “pep”-instilling spirit j fair ones of our institution but this
which wakens, every Dorm girl at 5 a. m? The spirit which impels two was my first encobnter with it. So,
hundred breakfastless students to forego their morning naps and accompany please excuse what’er this column may
• their president to his seven-thirty train? The spirit which allows those same contain, because of my unspeakable
| studious young peopie to so forget their love of classes as to declare a grief.
fholiday in. honor of his birthday? The spirit which leads the irrepressible
{young heathens to ruffle the slumbers of peace-loving townsmen-along their
At that, I blame all the misfortune
Jline of March with sad attempts a t “On Wisconsin” and “Hail! Hail!”
But we niust stop hefe. Such Spirit nftist not be mentioned in the'same on .to the coach tirha. ordered all <track
|
men
to cut out this fussing. This in-:
Ppreath, of. course. But which is the more thrilling?- Well—--- .
spirSd. me with hope and I made a
Perhaps they are both necessary in a healthy university, after all.
visit;to the Dorm." The only time that
we' non-athletic nuts have a chance
FELLOWSHIPS.
with the ladies is when some such orI der as the coach’s is issued.
# Montana’s -debut into the collegiate post-graduate world has been made.
Graduate work here is so thoroughly provided for and is considered to be of
This is printed at the request of sev
such high, standard that the University is proud to offer fellowships to gradu
ates of “any college that maintains excellent standards of scholarships.” eral. Dorm girls:
Lost oh Charter Day, Sever
This fact increases Montana’s foothold in the domain of America’s most
al pictures and knick-knacks.
useful institutions.
Will the person who found
‘ The offer of twenty-five'undergraduate scholarships has also been made
them on our tables please re
-possible recently. Thebe, when put into operation, "will do much, probably,
turn them at once.
to raise ■our undergraduate' standards of works. They will be the best
material in "the institutions from which they come.
In
closing
allow me to quote from a
Offers of scholarships are made, too, to those desiring courses in Mon-|
tana law. These are prizes that will undoubtedly attract many legal aspirants I letter I once received, in which the
to swell the incoming tide of law students next fall. We may add before i young lady wrote, “Do you ever read
long "and to help occupy the hew Law Building.” ■ We hope this pleasant your letters over and wonder if you j
prospect may be more than a vision next September. If the Library does not j are sane? I do.” I wrote this because i
gTOw in accord with the increasing demands put upon it, either the Laws or Iit seems to fit the case admirably.
the Academics must depart.
COMMUNICATION.
“Farewell, Laws!”

WE’RE THE UNIVERSITY.
The University is' loath to hear misapprehensions as to its name and its
character. Last week one of our faculty members received a letter addressed
“University of Missoula." That is an offense as shocking as for one to speak
of the Aggies as “Bozeman College.*’ It will never do.
To be sure, the University is located in the finest city in the state, but
it is not a city university. Its scope is extending most forcibly over the State.
•The State could'not live without it.'
Who would try the law cases of future generations? Who would min
ister to the needs of our forests? Who would fill the vacant positions in our
-high schools ? Who would' do anything worth while were there no State
University? We trust the Agriculture of Montana would flourish! But the
State Is not entirely ranches,' yet.
We believe that the UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA is the best nugget in
the Treasure State!

LET’S ADVERTISE.
We would like to see a picture of Montana's campus and buildings fittingly
mounted, firamad and -hung-in every high school in the State. Such a picture
needs to bp there, in order that each high school student may have a fair
chance.to become slightly acquainted with a home institution.
Would such a picture not be as deserving, of. space as one of the alma
mater from which' the High School principal graduated?. Such pictures,
usually’’of eastern, institutions, have great powers of attraction over the minds
Of student's in the "secondary schools!
The University df Moht&ha has just as'good opportunities to offer them
as the:-larger universities of the east. '• They ' should have equal means of
becoming familiar-wltK'its external aspects,1at least.

104 \y. Main St.

Hardware
Crockery
Paints
Harness
Studebaker Wagons

Roses, Violets, Crysanthemums, Carnations cut
fresh every day at the
MISSOULA
NURSERY CO.

Barber&Marshall
GOOD
THINGS
TO EAT
Grocers to the South
Side

The only

Short Mill Wood
That Is fair to Kaimin readers
is sold by

The Polleys Lumber
Company

Store, Montana Bldg., Bell 192
Green House Bell 45

(City saw mllL)
Dry stove length, 34.50 per load
Kindling .............33.75 per load
Office at the Mill. Phone 414.

A. D. PRICE

Henleandy,Company
Eigeman

“The Old Reliable''

Stationer
College, Fraternity and Sorority
Pennants. Eaton, Crane & Pike
stationery and all late books.
FLORENCE HOTEL BLOCK

Scandinavian American
State Bank
MISSOULA, MONTANA

General Banking
Business Transacted.
3 per cent Paid on Sav
ings Deposits.

BIJOU THEATRE
Always in the Lead

Vaudeville and PhotoPlays
Entire Change of Program Sun
day, Monday and Thursday.
No Vaudeville on 8unday.

The
First National
Bank

G rocers

A CLEAN STORE
Good Goods
Right Prices
TRY US and SEE

The Butte
Cleaners
J. Tope, Student Agent
Bell*506 Red Ind. 1691
506-508 Higgins Ave.

Owen Kelly
KEY WEST AND DOME8TIC
CIGARS.

Pool and Billiards
Pipes, Tobacco and Cigarettes
Agents for JOHNSON’S SWEET

CHOCOLATES.
“Meet Me at Kelly’s”

Florence Hotel Building-

For a Cup of

Good Coffee and
Quick Lunch

To the A. S. U. M.:
' In the report on Kaimin finances
Go to
Pays 3 per cent Interest
'appearing in the last issue of this
paper, the business manager has given
on Savings Deposits.
the impression that there was a|
deficit on last year’s -Kaimin
amounting to 315. I wish to say that
the amount mentioned, was not a de
THE
ficit but the result of an error in the
WESTERN MONTANA
supposedly complete bill of the pub
lishing company of June 1, of last |
NATIONAL BANK
year. When this bill was paid a bal
ance of 336.90 was turned into the
CAPITAL . . . . . . . 3200,000.09
manager of the A. S. U. M. and my
SURPLUS.................
50,000.00
authority ceased. Later, the error was I W all Paper
discovered and a misunderstanding re
Paints
garding the payment resulted. Ar
G. A. Wolf , . President
rangements were made to have the j
J. H. T. Ry man . Cashier
and Glass
bill paid out of the A. S. U. M. treas- I
sury but the present management of
The Kaimin assumed the ’ debt" and
I Peoples Shoe Repair Shop
paid it. Since several students have
STEIN & MITCH
.10$ So^th Third
asked me about the matter, I have
Apprenticed mechanic, make- of boots
TAILORS
taken this opportunity of making an
and
shoes
to order.
explanation in order to 'correct -a wrbrig All work made by us Is guaranteed for
NO .FACTORY WORK.
impression,' unintentionally ■made by Style and Fit, First Class WorkmanOriginal and! Guaranteed Work. Give
ship:
.
the manager.':' I ' - r ; us;i'T ri|i.; —- ; r;
• . DONALD B'.- YOUNG.
Room 4, Second' Floor GlbsOn Block
’ Pat Nolan, Proprietor. '

The Coffee Parlor

Kellogg Paint
Company

UNIVERSITY SOCIETY
GRACE MATHEWSON.

Miss Maclay on Tremont street. Danc [at a fireside party at the fraternity j
Misses Irene Murray and Alberta j ing and cards were indulged in and house on Sunday evening. Music and i
Stone entertained In a novel manner at | elaborate refreshments served. Novel marshmallow toasting were enjoyed j
the home of Mias Stone on East Pine invitations were issued to Misses and a supper served. The party in
street on Saturday evening* The Florence Ingham, Eunice Dennis, Ruby cluded Misses Donoher, Maclay, Murr, >
young lady guests came dressed as lit- 1Jacobson, Katherine Finley, Genevieve Buse, Webber, Gilbert, Cox, Sloane, j
tie girls, and spent the evening play Metlen, Evelyn Stephenson, Hellen Jones; Messrs. Ade, Seybert, Robinson,
ing children’s games. The spirit of! Gillette, Helen Buckley, Florence Lem Connor, ArmStage. Peppard, Sewell. |
Adamson, Hopper,
the party was carried out in the in- j mon
vltations. amusements, and refresh- |
| Faculty Members “Hike."
ments. Those invited were Miss | Miss Thompson Hostess.
Florence Lebklcker, Esther Blrely, Pau
Miss Lucile Thompson entertained On Saturday afternoon a number of
line Swigart, Patsy O’Flynn, Grace the girls’ basketball team on Friday the faculty members took a delightful
Mathewson, Helen Cothron, Corinne evening. The young ladies visited the tramp up Hell Gate canyon. At 6 they
McDonald, Kate Murr, Grace Leary, j movies and then the Modern where a enjoyed a sumptuous camp fire supNellie Hay, Virginia Dixon, Ruth j special table effectively decorated with Iper. The members of the company were
Cronk, Charlotte Stone, Gladys Brew- j violets was prepared for them. Miss [Miss Stuart, Professor and Mrs. Longer, Alpha Buse, Margery Simons. Thompson’s guests were Misses Vera Imaid and Professor Jesse.
Vera Anderson, Gladys and Elizabeth Pride, Beatrice Tabor, Ruby Jacobson,
Lewis, Beth Hershey, Evalyn Thomas, j Eunice Dennis, Grace Reely, Evelyn Kappa Alpha Theta.
Frances Blrdsall. The hostesses were Stephenson.
Miss Forbis Entertains.
assisted by Mesdames Stone, Hershey
Miss Leona Forbis was hostess at
and Murray and Miss Ratterman.
Miss Marsh Entertains.
an informal dancing party on Friday
Miss Hilda Marsh entertained the evening. After several hours of music
Misses Stella Duncan, Grace Saner j members of Delta Gamma on Tues and dancing delicious refreshments
and Corinne McDonald were hostesses j day evening in honor of Misses Amy were served to Misses O’Donnell, Harat a fraternity supper in the Theta Brusven and Nell Simpkins who were ' denburgh, Messrs. Gault, Wright, Drew
suite after meeting on Monday. An i pledged on Tuesday to Delta Gamma. and the hostess.
elaborate menu was served to Mes After an elaborate dinner music was
dames Bonner, Reinhard, Lucy, Misses enjoyed. Covers were laid for Mes Senior Lunch.
Knowles, Jones, Blrely, Hardenburgh, j dames Frank Bonner, Ed. Hanssen, The enjoyable annual custom of the
Rhoades, Kettlewell, Buse, Lyman, Gil- | Misses Helen Wear, Cora Harmon, Seniors to lunch together at Craig hall
bert, Uline, Saner, Duncan and Mc Bess Wilde, Mabel Lyden, Florence upon the occasion of their first ap
Carney, Ruth Nutting, Winifred Mc
Donald.
Laughlin, Amy Brusven, Nell Simp pearance at “con” in caps and gowns
was indulged In Wednesday.
kins and the hostess.
At Miss Maclay’s Home.
I All the members of the class of 1914
Misses Helen Maclay, Vera Pride and
partook of the spread and the affair
Helen Boldt entertained informally Sigma Nu Fireside.
on Saturday evening at the home of | The pledges of Sigma Nu entertained was a decidedly happy one.
Children's Party.

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
Lumber Department, Bonner, Montana
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Pine,
Larch and Fir Lumber, and all kinds of mill work
and box shooks.
A Specialty Being Made of Fruit Boxes.

F IN E STA TIO N ER Y
When writing letters nice stationery is an important factor—it often
means much for the writer. Our stock is full of atractlve sizes and
colors and represents everything new and up-to-date.

MISSOULA DRUG COMPANY
HAMMOND BLOCK

—

r

UNITED
CLOTHES

TODAY'S PROGRAM

SHOP

A-S-U-M

We specialize on suits
and overcoats at one
price.

TO-NIGHT

No more $15.00 No less
Equal to Others at $25.00.

Your inspection invited.

The Disappearing Hands

EM PRESS'

PEERS & WHITE

Everybody come out to
night and help swell the
crowd. There will be a
fine moving picture of the
Montana - Gon/aga foot
ball game. The Frats also
have some good stunts;

Empress Pipe Organ and Con
murkiness looked awful to Slick and He was also scared. In a moment one
cert Orchestra.
he hesitated. Cap jabbed him in the of their handkerchiefs was in his
J
mouth,
another
over
his
eyes,
and
a
•‘Slick, we-ve Just got to get those ribs.
belt sufficed to Jbind two struggling
hands,” said Cap as they left the as
“What’s the matter?”
"Ah—ah—nothing; only I don’t like hands. They laid him in the corner
sembly hall together.
Slick nodded encouragingly to his the looks of things," Slick whispered ■ and by common consent hurried up
Dentist
confederate. “Sure, we’ll get ’em, but cautiously. “That fool Dutch carries I the remaining stairs. It was a short
Room 46 Higgins Block
Prexy is on our trail strong. We’d a gun the size of a cannon and he’s matter to undo the hands and take
Home Made Bread,
them from the face of the clock. They
Phone 1009
Missoula, Mont.
liable to shoot”
better keep dark for a while.”
Cakes, Pies, Rolls,
“Dark nothing. He’s Just throwing “Shoot nothing, He'll be so scart tumbled down the stairs.
the bluff Into us about watching that that he couldn’t What the devil is “Shall we let the Dutchman loose?”
asked Slick anxiously.
Cookies and Doughnuts
clock. I’ll bet those hands never saw that?”
"Nothift’ stirrin.’ "We’ve got to get
Germany.”
Hot Cross Buns Every Friday
The two boys breathed silently to bed first. The next watch'll find
"Anything to hinder our taking a through their noses for a moment and
116 Wear Cedar
Bell
415. 531 So. Higgins. Ind. 1687
him
at
two.”
look at them about 12 bells tonight?” listened. A peculiar scraping much j
Bell Phone 909
MI880ULA.
“Not a thing.’’
like Slick had often heard of in ghost | Under the old diagonal bridge the
“That’s Jake, then, meet me at the stories rumbled down from the hidden I two conspirators hid the precious
Missoula Hotel
back of main hall at 11:30.”
heights. He made a step downward, i hands and covered them with tumble
weeds. Then home they sped to climb
Jae. A. Walsh. Mgr.
“All right. So long.”
Cap grabbed him.
in by the same window they had GENERAL ELECTRIC 8UPPLIE8 Steam Heat
Elaotrio Light
For the rest of the day their eyes
“Hold
onto
yourself.
She’s
going
to
j
Electric Belle and Telephones in
climbed out from two hours before. Construction and Repairs. Fixtures,
shone and their hearts trembled as
strike.”
All Rooms.
Early to bed they had gone with their
they realized that soon there would be
Bells, Batteries, Etc.
Hardly had he gave the warning j respective small brothers who slept
something doing spiced with true live
Both Phones
318 Higgins Avs.
when
the
awful
darkness
trembled
and
very soundly and who could, for that
interest.
I S tu d e n t P h o to g r a p h e r
the whole tower shook. A terrible boon?
At general assembly that day the smote their ears, followed by eleven j reason establish a wonderful alibi for
jNew
Location 138 Higgins
Dr.
A
sa
W
illard
their
older
and
more
incorrigible
president had explained, along with more In regular succession, getting!
Osteophathic Physician
many other notes of interest, that he louder each time. The air rang so that brothers.
had been presented with a pair of fa they could hardly tell when the clap- j The next morning at college Cap and
Rooms 118, 119, 120, 121
Slick doubted their sight when they 2nd Floor First National Bank Bldg.
mous hands for the clock in the tower per had ceased to strike.
European.
H. L. Shapard, prop.
saw
hands
on
the
clock.
As
they
came
of main hall. He announced that these “I’m going,” groaned Slick.
were already on the clock and that Cap had no time to answer. In closer, however, they perceived that
HOTEL
SHAPARD
We
are
dispensers
in
all
they were going to be watched closely stead he jerked his pardner onto the these were only wooden and painted
Missoula, Mont.
Misses’ Ready-to-Wear
since they were valuable. The sugges corner of the little room and clapped ; black.
Private Baths.
Steam Heat
tion, or rather invitation, of conflict a rude hand over his mouth. Hardly t “I’ll bet prexy found out last night
Goods
Hot and Cold Water. Cafe and Bar.
raised the fighting blood in the veins had he Jumped when a stream of light j and made them himself,” said Cap.
T H E L EA D E R
of Slick and Cap and hence the plot floated down the stairs and then ap- i "The old devil.”
We sell Missoula REAL E8TATE
“Economists to the Peoole."
ting.
peared the form of the night watch- ; Slick spied two of their friends.
I and write FIRE and othe- classes of
At exactly eleven thirty Cap sneaked man with his lantern. Both men; “There’s Slender and Pete. Let’s get
INSURANCE.
through the shadows of the hedge and crouched in the corner and held their them to noise it around the campus.”
"Say, guys, take a squint at those
the next moment Slick joined him.
breath. As the lantern ascended, the j
W. H. SMEAD COMPANY
“Who's on watch tonight?” Cap rays wound slowly around the circular : hands."
Phone 212.
“Not us,” lied Cap boldly, "we Just
Missoula, Mont.
whispered cautionsly.
stairway. Soon the light would cover j saw them ourselves."
“That Dutch freshman, I think,” the two hiding men in the corner and !
Slender and Pete lost no time in tell
For good shoe repairing, students
Slick murmured back.
then the evening's entertainment would |
see us, The
“Fine. He's scart of his shadow. I'll be over. Nearer flashed the shadow ing everybody about the hands and in
a
quarter
of
an
hour
the
whole
col
bet he's sitting up there shaking like !around the wall. Now Dutch’s other I
NEW METHOD
lege was afire with the discussion.
a stick right now.”
arm could be seen swinging a mon- j
| Shoe Repair Factory
Slick shuddered and it was a warm strous colt’s but he had not yet seen In the meantime the president had
been busy. Never in the history of his
Bell 370 Blk.
322 N. Higgins Ava.
night, “Let’s be moving then,” he stut them.
long career as the head of this western
tered.
Cap could stand the strain no longer. college had any student done anything
12 Higgins Avenue
We Make a Specialty of
“All set In the window,” Cap di | One quick step and a lightning spring |
rected, "We’ll take off our shoes and ! put him in the middle of Dutch's back I of any importance that he had not
found out in some way or other. He
Picture Framing
get him from behind.”
j as the watchman’s feet touched the had his suspicions from the time that
GEORGE MILLER,
They slipped into the basement, re Ilast step. They struggled and fell he was told about Dutch being tied up
moved their shoes, and sneaked up the IThe lantern crashed to the floor and until he had routed out the carpenter
The Barber
stairs. The higher they went the ISlick hurredly stamped out the flame, j at four in the morning and had him
Higgins Block.
darker it became. They reached the IThen he stumbled to the figures wrestUnder the First National
tower. It was a mass of blackness. The Iling in the darkness. Dutch was little. 1
(Continued on Page Four)
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Bank Building
(A True 8tory of Montana's Campus,
by Geo. Armitage.)

Royal Bakery

Dr. R. H. Nelson |

J. A. Cavander

Ward Studio

Picture Frames
Art Goods
Simons Paint and
Paper House

McKay Studio
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calmly in the moonlight of 4 a. m, A
new and more scure cache was made
and Doc and Mike went happily to bed.
(Continued
From
Page
One.)
In the morning on the campus, Slen
(Continued From Page One)
der hailed his chum.
xious to “mix it.” But in the second j make the dummy hands in the shop. “Proxy is sure huffy about those
His eyes were on three different cou
the gloves flew so fast that the ring j ples who always were in these scrapes hands.”
was a blur. Both men tired percept and he knew that it was someone or “What’s up now,” asked Pete anx
iously,
ibly at the close of the round and all of these pairs. Slick and Cap, "He had me on the carpet for a half
their seconds worked hard to revive Slender and Peter, and Doc and Mike hour straight this morning.”
them. At the beginning of the third each represented a different fraternity "Did he find out anything?"
round "Mickey” was groggy and with and they constantly vied with each “Not much, but he knows the history
a few well-directed blows the “Kid” Other to see who could get into the of niy life since the year one.”
laid him cold. The men weighed in at most trouble around college. The case •Maybe we’d better move them. He’s
129 pounds “fire-side” (Don’t throw, of the hidden altar, the fireworks in so wise that he’s liable to phone dad
man, I never done nothin’) and “Dorn” -the chapel, and the alarm clocks in to ’ook around.”
the assembly hall were the respective Slender agreed and as soon as clas
refereed.
Next we were favored by the famous crowning events for the three couples ses were over the two frightened cul
duet singers, Maxwell and Skinner. in the past, but the last one, that of prits hurried toward the barn. To
They were good. That goes for any the hands, seemed to beat them all, their dismay they found that the father
and the rival pairs were jealous. The had put two or three tons of loose
thing classy as we are not educated to president
rarely went further than dis hay in the loft that very morning.
the extent of criticising “sich things."
covering
the guilty ones and telling “Well, I guess they're safe,” said
A relay race was the next diversion. them all about
it. It was a delight of
A team composed of W. Brown, J. his life to merely discover the'culprits Pete happily.
Brown, Stone and Fullerton grabbed and let the matter rest leaving his But Slender wasn't so hopeful.
the bacon.
victims to wonder how he did it. Rare “Don’t you fool yourself. Father buys
The fifth number on the program ly did they escape him. Early that his hay from Proxy’s ranch and this
was an elephant race, won by the morning he had hunted in all available looks suspicious.”
Stone brothers after no competition places for the hands and just as the “Well, what can we do?”
was offered by the Higgins-Hayes men were coming from their last- class "We’ve got to move that hay and
combination.
before dinner he had the gardner fire find those hands.” Pete tried to hold
Colin Clements favored the assembly the weeds around the; little bridge out from such a terrible outlay of en
with two readings. Grace Saner fol across the diagonal. A crafty suspicion ergy but Slender was persistent and
lowed with two more. These attrac that the hands were under it and that right after dinner they went to work.
tions raised the standard of the stunts the real culprits would rush to save For three hours they pitched and
and the crowd lived in hope.
them prompted him. The flames grunted, moving the hay from one end
Basket ball was the next excitement, spread, the bridge caught fire, and of the barn to the other. When the
It was the “reds” against the "whites.” i many of the students rushed out try floor was all picked clean, no hands
After two periods the "whites” lead ing to destroy the flames. At the appeared, and the boys sat down in
with the score 8 to 6 in their favor. front and fighting harder than all the dispair.
The crowd enjoyed the game and the rest were Slick and Cap. More than “I just had a hunch they’d be gone,”
committee in charge are most grate once Slick started to rush for the v’ailed Pete.
ful to the players. Miss Pride starred hands but the stubborn will of Cap •Well, what’s the difference? Let’s
for the “whites” and Miss Thompson held, him back. The little old bridge go have a drink,” said Slender, wiping
burned down and the president was the sweat from his face. "This work
for the “reds.”
iust about ruined me.”
: Last, but not least, was a reading by disappointed. As soon as the people has“That
afternoon Slick and Cap were
Miss Brusven. We are glad that an had gone Cap and Slick searched for called to the president’s office but
other talented person has been found the hands.
they revealed ■ nothing. Slender and
put. This reading was real good. (Pipe “They’re gone,” moaned Slick in har Pete followed with no results. How
the real.) The assembled students feel ror. "Now we’re in for it.”
ever, when Doc and Mike had at last
^deeply indebted- to the committee in “Yes,” admitted Cap, giving up the escaped from the awful examination,
Hiarge for the splendid program. The search, “but they’re not burned, I’ll they were rather shaky.
■performers” deserve praise and ad bet.”
“Let’s change places with those
] “Where did they go to then?” de hands just for luck," Doc suggested.
miration for their efforts.
manded Slick.
Mike was willing and that night they
Out to Bonner.
“You’ve got me there, but I’m not made for their cache. The hands were
■ Promptly at noon the crowd dis worrying.”
persed with orders to return to the Like the president, Slender and Pete gone. They had walked away.
Three pairs of young college men
school at 1:30 to catch-the special cars had been busy.
to Bonner. There were 115 students j “Slick and Cap sure got those went to bed that night in a very bad
:--tate
of mind. Every one had different
waiting when the cars came to pick hands.”
dreams of pursuing lrands about the
.them up. After the ride to Bonner,
“Correct you are,” assured Pete, campus and just as they were about to
Which is ever a happy affair when a j “and now it’s up to us to get ’em.”
catch them the hands would disappear
crowd of university people make it,
“Let’s take a look at the diagonal.” The next morning they were called
'they all assembled in the dance hall for Straight to that famous crossing io the president’s office. All six lined
the second installment of the dance. they stalked cautiously. Here was up in a funeral array and minutely
The one in the morning had proved to where they had hidden their altar in a scrutinized their feet. The president
be splendid success but this one had previous escapade for a short time and appeared specially jovial.
the earlier hop cheated. Four-thirty they 'knew the place well. Sure enough
"Boys," he said, “I like fun about
was the hour of return and it was the ■ the hands were there.
as well as most of you. . I am glad
‘We’ll beat it to dad’s barn,” said that you have decided not to carry this
happiest crowd of university students
Who returned that there has been since Jim, as he fished out the trouble joke too far for those hands are really
the news of that 6 to 0 score came | makers.
j worth several hundred dollars. I want
Safe in the loft of the paternal sta to thank you, one and all, most heart
from Bozeman.
ble they hid their find under a little ily for returning them and I trust that
hay and hurried back to watch the you will never bother the clock again.
GOOD LECTURE.
fun. Their interest was even greater That is all."
• “The present site of the University than that of the president as they Slowly they filed out but when free
was the bottom of a lake one thousand watched the fire for they appreciated f-om the office each made a wild dash
feet deep," was one of the startling in glee the tormented look on Slick’s for the outside. Up on the good old
statements made by Professor Rowe i face.
tower those German hands were slow
in his lecture “Montana, Before Man "That Cap’s got some nerve,” Pete ly but surely marking off the day.
told his pardner as they saw him hold “ i’ll be damned,” quoted Cap softly.
and Now,” last Friday evening, .
■ ^Professor Rowe traced the forn?atlon out until the bridge had burned.
“So say We all of us,” came five
However, Doc and Mike were very more voices in unison.
of Montana through all the geological
ages, showing clearly by charts and sorely discouraged. They saw very
slides the characteristics of each pe easily, - from the air of superiority
riod. It was interesting to hear that shown by the two rival pairs, that JUDGES OF DEBATE
Montana furnished the rarest and most either one or both of the couples were
ARE FROM FACULTY
valuable fossils of certain ages. The responsible for the disappearing hands
fact that hundreds of huge dinosaurs and therefore glorious. They themhaving been dug out near Forsyth gave selves were completely left out.
A number of faculty members from
“If we don’t get in on this deal we the University of Montana have act
the audience a local interest in geology.
■pii Montana of today was shown by might just as well quit college,” stated ed as judges in the interdistrict de
many pictures of mining, quarrying T>cc, “and those other ginks will crow bates of the Montana High School De
and other pursuits of our natural re forever.”
bating League’s contests.
Mike was also despondent "The Professor Holiday acted as judge on
sources. Professor Rowe also stated
that Montana yielded more sapphires I whole school is nuts about it. They the Billings-Miles City contest; Pro
think it is the best stunt in the history fessor Trexler was a judge when Mis
than all the rest of the world.
The, lecture, though far-reaching, of the college. We’ve just got to get soula and Butte debated; Professor
was condensed so every one under those hands."
Kirkwood helped to pick the winner
“Let’s scout around a little this when Anaconda and Missoula, debated;
stood some thing of the natural his
P. M.”
tory of our state.
Professor Ayer yelped to judge the
That night Doc and Mike scoured the Townsend-Bozeman contest, and Pro
According to a ruling of the Univer town but the’ hands were hidden well. fessor Reynolds judged between- Co
sity of Kansas,’ no Student may attend .At last, in desperation, they sneaked lumbus and Red Lodge.
a dance at which an admission is Into Slender’s barn. Under the hay
charged.they found their treasure reposing PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS.
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DISAPPEARING HANDS

The Missoulian
Offers specially attractive inducements to those
persons who are fastidious in their demands for
artistic work in printing. Student societies and
.fraternities whose needs in the line of printing
are exacting will find in The Missoulian print
shop exactly what they require. The men who
make Missoulian printing are artists in their line;
to them printing is more than the mere sticking
of type and obtaining an impression from it. They
understand the real art of printing. This is why
Missoulian printing is pleasing to those who in
sist upon having fine work. To the student who
has individual needs in this direction The Missoulian shop is inviting. Combined with the artstic
skill of its workmen, this shop prides itself upon
the care used in the selection of material. We
ask consideration when any printing work is proj
ected. We are sure that we can please you.

Missoulian Publishing Company
West Main Street, Missoula.

HOT ANDAt Moderate
COLD
LUNCHES
Prices at
T h e N o n p a r e il C o n fe c tio n e ry
136 Higgins Avenue.

A N O K A XMw
A R R O W
MC luett,CPeabody
O LCo.,LI doA
R
. M akers

For Up to the Minute
CLOTHING, HATS,
CAPS AND
FURNISHINGS
SEE

L I N K ’S
125 Higgins Ave

&

For Lunches and Home- jI MISSOULA TRUST &
Made Pastry see
SAVINGS BANK

QUICK LUNCH
112 East Cedar

Model Laundry Co
M. F. Nesbit, Joe Sibert |
Agents

CAPITAL . . . . . . 8200,000.00
SURPLUS.............. 60,000.00
Officers

J. M. Keith . . . . President
S. J. Coffee . . . . Vice-Pres.
A. R. Jacobs . . . . Cashier
R. C. Giddlngs, Asst. Cashier
Three per cent Interest Paid on
Savings Deposits.

Attention, Faculty!
LET

Pettitt, Newlon and Gage
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i Riverside Market j
For Finest Meats

Give us a trial
529 South Higgins Ave. Both phenes
F L O R E N C E

H. H. Bateman
and Company.
DRUGS, BOOKS
AND STATIONARY
337 N. Higgins Avenue
Bell 260 Red

Ind. 1655

S T E A M

|L A U N D R Y

Busha, Student Agent
PHONE 48.

“O N Y X ”

MAXWELL

Silk Hose, 50c, $1.00, $2
All colors

CHICAGO GARAGE

Mapes & Mapes

Well—Well—Well—Well
Looks well—Runs well—Wears well.
Supplies, Storage, Repairing, Welding.
Missoula, Mont.

Missoula

Mont.

NEW DEPARTMENT.

)
YOU CAN’T BEAT THE
Colorado College has again been
favored and honored by a magnificent
SHINES
gift A certain friend .of the college,
at the
who-desires his name to be withheld,
Missoula Shoe Shining Parlor
has very generously donated the in
come from 8100,000 for the establish 317 Higgins Ave. Chairs for Ladies
ment of a department of Business Ad
ministration and Banking.
PATRONIZE O-UR ADVERTISERS.

AGGI E S

P I C N I C

WIN STATE CHAMPION8HIP
IN BASKET BALL.

ON TUESDAY WAS GREAT

S P O

R

T

S

TRIFLES

NOTHI NG

AND OTHER THINGS IN 8. S.

MUCH THIS WEEK TO WRITE
ABOUT.

“PEG” LANSING

ALAS! ALAS!
STEVE LEAVES
WE RE BEATEN FOR FLATHEAD

TOURNAMENT IS W. LONG HERO
IN A RUNAWAY
NOW ON

Sulphur Smoke from the
Hell Gate

THE FARMER8 ONCE MORE PULL WELL-KNOWN YOUNG LADY WILL ; The track team ,s more fortunate
DOWN THE CHAMPIONSHIP
i
INSTRUCT THE HEATHEN
'than some of the other teams. The
IN BASKETBALL.
j
RED MAN.
j weather man promises good training

___ ____

M. A. C. Is at Present Enter
taining Basketballers
a|
of State.

_________

DESERTS FAIR MAIDEN FRIEND
TO SAVE UNCLE SAM’S MAIL
FROM DESTRUCTION.

weather and the coach is out in
suit. What's more, he has a good |
SHOULD BE REWARDED
WE LEAD AT ONE TIME GONE FOR FORTNIGHT squad to .work with and is promised I
new material by CapL Taylor. If all This week the annual basketball
the track candidates will train as hard tournament at Bozeman is in .full j
At the End of the First Half Montana Languages and Bugs Will Be Her as their captain we will surely be in swing. “Larger and bettj$f than ever Risks His Life and Reputation for the
Mail Sacks—Hero Is Well
Specialty in the Class Rooms
Is Ahead But They Beat Us
the p. 0. c. when the first meet comes. before,” is what they aiy about it.
Known.
of Poison.
Just the 8ame.
And that is what it is. There are 31 I
The daily papers say that there was schools competing for the champion
good spirit between the contesting
It was indeed a pleasant surprise
Miss Evelyn -Stephenson has gone to teams at Bozeman. It depends on your ship cup and nearly that many en
Last Thursday witnessed a terrible
to hear that we held the Aggies 26 to olson to teach in the high schooL conception of good spirit. Our Aggie tered in the extemporaneous speaking runaway. The postman’s fierce charg
contest.
This
is.
the
fourth
year
that!
39. From all reports they were real What’s that? Who is she? Oh, I friends are always glad to tell us it
the Aggies have entertained the high j er, becoming inspired with the pep of
basketball players and to have our
was too bad, but how hard it is to
team make a creditable showing cer mean Steve. Tep, she has discarded | tell them that we feel the same for school students of the state at their! coming spring, with ears laid back and
yearly affair and each year it grows in neck extended, raced madly around
tainly makes us feel good. The game for a few weeks only, praise be to
popularity. From what we have seen the oval and was checked at last in
was a whiz from start to finish. Both Allah, her student's garb and has sailed I
teams were determined to run. up a forth to teach the little Indian chil- j If it will do any good we wish the over there we feel that the Farmer front of Craig Annex by the lad from
host is good on entertaining high
big score in the first half and they
the Jocko Valley.
high school team the best of luck in
went at it hammer and tongs. The old dren at the town on Flqtlie&d lake. >the state tournament. Far be it from*school people, but we might add that
Roman gladiatorial combats couldn’t Latin, German and biology are the par- j us to pick any winners but we’ll say I the limit of entertaining is reached The cart was in sad need of repairs,
hold a candle to the performance that ticular parts of the curriculum which this: Missoula will not be ashamed on the high schools. We might say having heen impelled into a brisk
this, but we are not in a mood for walk.
ensued. When the midday sun had Miss Stephenson will endeavor to force j of their team.
crabbing this morning. There will be Couple after couple had narrowly es
risen high and the warriors betook
into
the
heads
of
the
aborigines.
And
three days of basketball, concluding caped death as the vehicle swerved
themselves from the field of battle to
Since basketball in this state is a I
refresh themselves for a few minutes, we will wager that if anyone can teach ; knck-down and drag-out affair, it Saturday night with a hop, and pres ’round the campus. It happened in- its
Montana was on the long end of a them anything, Steve is the one to do I will be well to get the big men in entation of medals. It is a good mad career to pass our hero, BILL
it And woe betide the youngster who terested. If necessary, play inter- tournament and we wish our neighbors LONG, known as "Wausatch Bill,” who
21 to 20 score.
After a short rest our brave cohorts dares defy the authority of the young [ collegiate rules. Some of the games | down the way all the success they are I was nourishing his poetical nature
from the beaming eyes of the fair
quietly assembled and grimly settled lady. Personally we would rather go are so dose to the line that it takes j entitled to.
down for the final spurt The Aggie?' out and attack almost any beast—even | a good referee to interpret the A. A. U. I chased and the bleachers enlarged. maiden beside him. Heroically he de
serted
her “Good-by, - - , you may
superior weight had worn down out. a June bug—rather than receive a lec rules. Size will not be barred next The University track team gets away
never see me again; I must go ■ —
lighter men and the “village heroes" ture from Evelyn. In two weeks sne
pretty soft on the track improver my country calls.” These were his
soon slipped a few through the rim. will return at which time we will fur
ments. The interscholastic committee i last words as disclosed later by the
After our tearphad missed several easy nish our faithful readers with a graph
pays
for all the work done on the |
We bane beat. For the sake of I
shots there was nothing to it but the ic account of her sufferings and hard argument let’s say they had the bet track and uses it for about six hours j weeping maiden. Valiantly he bounded
Farmers. With hope gone we fought ships in the wilds of the Flathead ter team. Speak softly, brother, i a year. ‘ It is a cinch that the credit I around the oval with a two-miler’s
tireless stride to accomplish his noble
it out to the bifter end. When the country.
Don't wake the ghost. Let it alone, j for our fine track and track improve-! purpose. Cheer after cheer rang from
final whistle blew it was 39 to 26 for
ments belongs to the interscholastic the anxious spectators,
kid;
we
want
peace,
not
war.
the husky Farmers.
♦ * * *
committee.
Ihe sad part of the story is this:
To Slam Crawford goes the premier HAWTHORNE HOLDS
Again
we
stoop
to criticize" the w. k.
The postman had slumped down in his
scoring honors. The genial Ike ran a
The
last
sporting
editor
said
that
he
|
of the girls’ basketball game.
seat, so that the mailcart appeared to
SPLENDID SESSION referee
total of 11 points. Cummins got 4
jumped the job before they requested be empty. All praise to Bill, never
“Three men on” ain’t no foul.
field baskets and Sheridan 3. Lott was
him to leave. Not a bad idea, we theless!
the heaviest scorer for the Aggies with
Jim Bonner had a talk with the think.
On Monday evening for the first
Rice a close second. We are glad that
reports of good feeling have been cir I time since the holidays, “Hawthorne” weather man, and the short-course From the sporting editor of the Daily | HOLLIDAY WRITES
had a good day last Satur
culated. We’ll let it go at that. Speak j met and enjoyed an excellent pro- foresters
OF FAMOUS LOVER
| gram, presented by several of its day. Dorm girls take notice! These MIssoulian:
softly!
men
are
not roughnecks. Clothes Saw E. Cummins, the basketballer,
| talented members.
who
told
me
of
his
beating
at
Bozeman
I
make
lots
of
difference.
You
otta
see
"Melody in F” as a piano duet was
COMMENCEMENT TALK.
played by the Misses Little and Lease- these guys when they are dressed up. | and his men were sore used if he tells Professor Holiday again discloses a
the truth, which I believe for the great lover’s love affair in his “Wash
Gordon
Watkins related in detail what
Professor Holliday’s address to the
graduating class at the Billings high | happened on his humorous trip to Salt I An alumni pulled this one day last yokels there were ever rural in their ington As a Lover” in the New York
school last FTiday, has increased the I Lake City, where he helped to win the I week. “Say, who da thought that they j conceptions of humor and of sports Evening Post for February 22. It ap
growing popularity of the high schools debate from Utah University. Mr. could make a gym out of this old manship and might well have suffered pears here that Washington, like many
of the state. Several members of the McCoy then gave a reading in German barn? Honest, I wouldn't have recog- *a large bully to set upon one not half men of- less fame, suffered several
class stated that they would attend dialect. The program was concluded I nized .this place if it wasn’t for a few! his size. Yet there is always comfort desperate heart attacks and recovered
in the memory of the bonfires which* only to be captured by a rich, young
with a vocal solo by Miss Evelyn I familiar faces.
the University'1next year.
they never lit and the money they did I widow. “All the world loves a lover”
I Thomas. In response to a hearty enis most fittingly said of “the father
The University of Texas has a pic- | core Miss Thomas sang a Welch song. I The interscholastic committee are not spend.
of our country.” This commentary, on
Several important matters were dis- j going to enlarge the track. The
tur show owned and operated by the
Bureau
of
Printing
for
classy
work.
his private life has met with ready
student body. The profits help needy cussed In the business meeting which j straightaway is to be made seven
approval.
i followed.
________ _ lanes wide. New hurdles are to be pur- >Phone 465.
boys.

Students N otice
CLEANING

AND

PRESSING

“Nothing we can’t clean."
University patronage so
licited.

The Pantorium
Chas. Borden, Propr.

Home Plate
Pool and Billiard Hall.
Cigars, Cigarette, Tobaooo and
Candy. Best billiard and pool
tables in town.
WM. McBRIDE, Prop.
103 W. Front St.

Union Market

J.D. Rowland

Meets your meat needs.
Jeweler and Optician
Repairing a specialty

8ee Our Fine Display of Poultry

BOTH PHONES
Bell 117

Ind. 431

130-132 Higgins Avenue

“How Is Your Coal Pile?”

The Perry Coal
Company
J. M. SWANGO, Mgr.

Paint Often
Works Wonders
In covering defects—an athletic
implement may look pretty, and
the cheaper it is, generally the
prettier it looka All Spalding
athletic implements are made
primarily for use—good looks are
secondary. Catalogue free.
Spalding Catologue Sent Free.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.
110 E. Cedar

Phones 662

711 2nd Ave.

Seattle, Wash.

___________

_____________/

114 East Main Street
Missoula,

Montana

H o it-D ic k in s o n P ia n o

ELECTRIC
COOKING
The Glean Way
Missoula Light and Water
Company

B la n k b o o k s

a n d

S ta tio n e ry

C om pany

LISTER’S

Special attention given
to sheet music. Popular
music 15c per copy.
223 Higins Avenue
Missoula,
Montana

Agent for
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER
Orders for Pine Engraving
Solicited
114 E. Main 8t.
Missoula.

THE WEEKLY KAIMIN
LAWYERS HAVE SPEED AT!

LAW NOTES

THAT CANDY SALE
DISTRICT DEBATES
ISOCIALISTS HEAR
BROUGHT ’EM KALE
ARE NOW ALL OVER!
PROF. AYER SPEAK

Notice Laws.

Tuesday classes that were not met The interdistrict debates to be held "Law and Socialism”, was the sub
ITuesday will be heard Saturday, March
7, at the same hour. Please report. ' by the Montana High School Debating ject of a speech by Professor Ayer of
League this month, are between the the Law School before tHe Socialist
following, schools:. Columbus vs. local of Missoula Sunday afternoon.
“We Want 100."
Miles City; Bozeman vs. Missoula or Professor Ayer was received by a
Butte. All interdistrict debates will good crowd and spoke from an inter
(From the Rural District.)
be over by April 10.
esting standpoint He declared law to
APPALLING ELOQUENCE IS OFTEN I Vicious aggiestude: ‘‘Say, what does : On last Friday and Saturday nights be a variable, one period of history
WASTED IN THE BASEMENT
the law school at the college of Mis- contests were held in which Miles showing wherein law upheld and- an
OF THE LIBRARY.
. I soula think she’s doing—grabbing all City won from Billings, Missoula from I other restrained.
Law# represents
the appropriations for a new build- Anaconda, Columbus from Red Lodge, equality in the sense that, everyone Is
Butte from Kallspell and Bozeman equal before the law. i
“When our sainted forebears dropped P. S. Tliffiquery need not be.an from Townsend.
In regard to Socialism, Professor
the plow and pruning hook and as swered, but^t is indeed encouraging The finals will be held during in- Ayer stated that Socialism represents
sumed the musket and sword to resist to know that even the farmers are be- terscholasic week at the University of j an equality where there is a material
the tyranny which emanated from the | ginning to think the proposition over. Montana.
economic justice only. He likewise
mother country—“but. Sir William
Either Columbus or Miles City will treated law’s place in Socialism and
Blackstone Jones was choked by the Utah, South Dakota and Montana furnish one of the final teams and the the relation of one to the other.
suffusion.of his own verbiage! Judge Agricultural colleges have heard and other will be chosen from Bozeman,
John Marshall Langmaid ecstatically talked of us. Who next?
Missoula or Butte.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS.
_
ruminated upon his Salem ancestors
who fried witches and dumped tea Court’s view—"He who comes into
overboard. The entire court was en equity .in law must do equity.”
tranced—nay, intoxicated. Then arose Students’ view—“He who comes into
the mighty viking, Edward Coke Sor equity under Leaphart is up against
enson. With voice of Jupiter and It.”
grace of Polyphemus he thundered,
“Is a man—a mature male of the hu
“We Want 100."
man species—who sees a car approach
ing at sixty miles an hour and rushes
to his death with muffler off and | Dr. Cameron Recovers $25,000 Damages.
speedometer at 190 per, a prudent The case of Cameron vs. Missoula
man?” The judge forgets his witch ■Street Railway company for damages
toasting progenitors and gasps for sustained by being struck by a car,
ozone! The learned Anderson quivers which he alleged was being driven in a
with the thrill of a small boy reading, negligent ■ manner, recovered $25,000
“Bloody Mike,” or “How the Kelleys damages. The jury was out 20 min
were slaughtered!” Then arises the utes. The plaintiff was ably repre
Chesterfieldian Sewell with arm Out sented by Sewell & Jones. The de
stretched a la Cicero, foot extended a fendant by Sorenson & Roseburg.
la Demosthenes, eyes flashing a la
Webster—a Clay, a Calhoun, a John. Yes, the birthday party originated
Quincey Adams, a Buck Smead all in in the law school.
onC—and With' stentorian modulations
Cries, “We,, your honor and gentlemen ■ The much-talked-of law Kaimin will
of .t-he. jury, have heard -the Bryaniati appear in the very near future. Editorgurglings of our learned Sorenson. He in-chief Weideman has the assignhas touched our hearts no softer than | ments posted. The lawyers intend to
my friend Bob Fitzsimmons leaned his put out a real sheet, and one that will
right to Sharky’s jaw. He has out do credit to any law school in the
Blained Blaine and out Wilsoned Wil United States.
son—our only wonder is, how could
one man know it all?” But the judge’s The birthday party in itself failed
ears are singing as do Scotia’s rocky to express the degree of respect and
isles when booms the angry surf! But admiration in which President Craig
look to the jury, oh, ye eloquence- head is held by the law department,
wrapped hearers—a sigh of ecstacy, a i but taken as a whole it probably gives
countenance aglow with rapture, sits the faintest idea. When his 90th anni
Anderson with azure eyes ablaze and versary comes around we shall go over
flaxen hair erect! A gurgle, another 5,000 strong.
gurgle, six quiverings of heart and
L L C o n v e r s a tio n ,
.eye winker—then a crash! Then si
COURT CALENDAR.
lence. Sewell comes back to earth—■
n o w a d a y s , w in d s
he is only “fussing Harry” after all.
The judge forgets ancestry and Scotia’s University of Montana Law School,
its e lf a r o u n d th e
breakers. Anderson untwines several Department I. Judge Longmaid, pre
s
lim ,
g r a c e f u l
siding.
furlongs of legs from his chair and
neighboring radiators. He shakes his i Western Montana Bank vs. R. Lewis
R .
B .
F a s h i o n
frame and ruminates And all this IBrown. Action on promissory note. Set
C lo th e s
s ty le s .
the result of three charges of legal for hearing Monday, March 1, 1914, at
7:30 p. m. ■ Jack Jones, attorney for
cannister!
plaintiff. Harry Sewell, attorney for
defendant.
TREXLER CONDUCTS
Chas. A. Sorenson v.'Chas. T. Meyers.
NEW MISSION CLASS IDamages for conversion. Set for hear-;
These particular styles
jing March 16, 1914, at 7:30 p. m. Lam
were made expressly for
port & Olander for plaintiff. McVeigh
The first meeting of the Mission
Methany for defendant.
young men. They type
Study class occurred Monday in the &Thos.
M. Bogle vs. Anaconda Mining
Library at 5 p . m. Professor Trexler
youth
in every feature
discussed the geographical conditions company, a corporation. Nuisance. In
from the attractive pat
of Arabia, which he stated was one- junction to restrain. I. C. Merrick for
terns to the incurved waist
third as large as the United States. plaintiff. Boddy & Stevenson for de-;
The climate is mostly tropical and fendant. Set for trial Monday, March
and long drooping lapels.
9,
1914.
very dry. The population of 5,000,000
Will you have a look?
Harry F. Sewell vs. Chas. L. Lyman.
is divided into two classes—the per
manently settled and. the Bedouins or Action for fraud. Plaintiff given no
wanderers. The name Arabia means tice to file brief on motion to strike.
I Oral argument to be heard February
wanderers, or level waste.
Professor Trexler spoke of the tri 116, 1914, at 10':25 p. m. W. M. Ander
bal government and general character son for plaintiff. Jas. M. Brown for
istics of the people. The lecture next defendant '
Department II. Judge Whitlock pre
week will be on the "Life and Re
siding.
ligion of Mohammet.”
State of Montana vs. Chas. L. Ly
Several hours’ credit will be given man. Second degree assault Set for I
for chapel attendance at University trial March 5, 1914, at 3 p. nt.. : Fur
■of Kansas, where attendance is volun long &1Bachellor for the state. Mein- i
tary.
j tosh & Cummings for defendant.

STUFF

$20 to $25

The Y. W C A. held a candy sale
in Main hall last Wednesday Just be
fore convocation. The amount of
candy was large, but it was all sold
in a very few minutes. The money
from these sales is to be used in pay
ing the expenses of a delegate to the
Y. W.' c. A. convention at Gerheart,
Ore., in the spring.
Those who made candy for the sale
were Hilda Faust, Alice Hardenburgh,
Ruby Jacobson, Hazel Hawk, Corinne
McDonald, Irene Murray, Helen Maclay, Gussle Gilliland, Cora Harmon,
Esta Holmes, Gladys Lewis, Florence
Lemmon, Jessie Lease, Grace Mathewson, Vera Pride, Mae Pope, Anne Rec
tor, Agnes Sandstrom.

